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Abstract：Materials samples of some common military coating including radar absorbing coating，high emission
infrared coating，radar absorbing and high emission infrared compatible coating，radar absorbing and low emis⁃
sion infrared compatible coating，and aviation anticorrosive coating are prepared and their emissivity at different
observation angles in Ka band is measured in this paper. An improved measurement scheme based on voltage
method is proposed and used for the measurement experiments，The measurement scheme can eliminate the errors
caused by antenna sidelobe and thickness difference between sample and reference bodies. In addition，the main
sources of measurement uncertainty are analyzed and discussed.
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军用涂层材料的毫米波发射率测量

苏金龙 1，2， 胡 飞 1，2*， 田 岩 1，2， 郑 涛 1， 胡 演 1
（1. 华中科技大学 电子信息与通信学院，湖北 武汉 430074；
2. 多谱信息处理技术国家级重点实验室，湖北 武汉 430074）

摘要：作者测量了常见军用涂层在Ka波段的发射率，测量对象包括：雷 达隐身涂层、雷达与高发射率红外兼

容隐身涂层、雷达与低发射率红外兼容隐身涂层、高发射率红外涂层以及航空防腐涂层。测量试验采用了基

于电压法的改进测量方案，该测量方法可以消除材料样品不能完全覆盖天线波束以及参考体与材料样品厚

度差异导致的有效辐射面积差异引起的误差。此外，文章分析并讨论了主要的测量不确定度源。
关 键 词：毫米波；发射率测量；电压法；辐射计

中图分类号：TN98 文献标识码：A

Introduction
Millimeter-wave（MMW）is between the microwaveand terahertz wave in the electromagnetic spectrum，andcovers the frequency ranges of 30∼ 300 GHz［1］. Passivemillimeter-wave（PMMW） imager obtains the imageswith good resolution through collecting radiation fromscenes in MMW band. PMMW imager is widely used inremote sensing［2-4］，security checking［5-7］，target detec⁃tion［8-10］ and medical applications［11-12］. Different from ra⁃dar，passive imaging technology can image the targetwithout inadvertently giving away the sensor location be⁃cause that it does not transmit power actively. In addi⁃tion，MMW sensor has the ability to image through both

natural and manmade obscurants，such as smoke，fog，
light rain，clothing，brownout conditions，and sand⁃
storms. Due to these advantages，recently，the feasibili⁃
ty of using MMW radiometer to detect military targets has
been discussed. Some researchers have carried out detec⁃
tion experiments on vehicles，ships and other targets by
PMMW sensors［13-17］. In addition，Liu et al. did super
simplest evaluation about the possibility of using radiome⁃
ter for detecting objects with full radar absorption coat⁃
ing［18］. They believed that compared with cold sky，the
stealth aircraft is a“hot source”in PMMW images.

Thermal radiation is emitted by any object with a
temperature higher than 0 K. Emissivity is a physical
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quantity that defines the ability in which an object emitselectromagnetic radiation. Accurate knowledge of sur⁃face emissivity is essential in diverse fields such as targetradiation characteristic evaluating and passive image sim⁃ulating and modeling. As the same with infrared emissivi⁃ty，the MMW emissivity is defined as the ratio of radia⁃tion from a material to the radiation from an ideal black⁃body at the same temperature. The MMW emissivity ofmaterial is strongly dependent on wavelength，direction，observation polarization state，and so forth. Identifyingmaterial radiation capability is the foundation of target de⁃tection applications，and it is helpful for detection dis⁃tance estimation and sensor design. Therefore，emissivi⁃ty measurement of target samples in millimeter-waveband is of great significance.Recently，several methods have been applied toMMW emissivity measurement. Initially，Miao et al. de⁃rived the emissivity of the coating by measuring the elec⁃tromagnetic parameters of the coating materials［19］. In theworks of Cheng et al.，the MMW emissivity of radarstealth coating and radar infrared compatible stealth coat⁃ing at Ka band is measured by radiometer ［20］. The mea⁃surements in his experiments are carried out outdoors soas to make the environment radiation reflected by the tar⁃get stable and relatively low. The brightness temperatureof the target scene，the physical temperature of the targetsurface and the radiation illuminates on the target surfacecomes from the cold sky are measured respectively，thenthe emissivity can be calculated by these results. Unfor⁃tunately， the comparison with the theoretical resultsshows that the accuracy of the measurement is unsatisfac⁃tory. Amali et al. conducted the emissivity measurementof human skin in W bands［12］. They built an indoor mea⁃surement platform and a low temperature radiation envi⁃ronment by absorbing foam and liquid nitrogen. This de⁃sign makes the ambient radiation more uniform and sta⁃ble. However，since it is difficult to cover the whole an⁃tenna pattern with palms or other measuring targets，er⁃rors may be introduced into the results.All the above methods fail to consider the problemof antenna pattern overflowing target. In this regard，wehave proposed an improved method named voltage meth⁃od in the previous works. In this method，the emissivityis obtained by measuring blackbody reference，metalplate and the target sample of the same size at the samegeometry by radiometer. The results of measurement ex⁃periment confirmed the effectiveness of the method［21］.On the promise that the radiometer is a linear system，the other advantage of this method is that the measuredvalue can be obtained directly from the output voltage ofthe radiometer instead of the brightness temperature，thus，the tedious calibration for radiometer is avoided. Itis a little pity that the thickness differences will lead tothe differences of the effective radiation area of each sam⁃ple material，and the edge scattering will also be differ⁃ent. In this paper，the emissivities of radar absorbingcoating，high emission infrared coating，radar absorbingand high emission infrared compatible coating，radar ab⁃

sorbing and low emission infrared compatible coating，and aviation anticorrosive coating are measured from mul⁃tiple angles in Ka band. In the experiments，in order toavoid the measurement errors caused by the thickness dif⁃ference，an improved measurement scheme is proposed，and the effectiveness is verified by experiments. Further⁃more，the measurement uncertainty under different mea⁃surement conditions is analyzed.
1 Measurement method

Blackbody is an idealized body that represents a pre⁃fect absorber and a perfect radiator ［1］. The emissivity ofan opaque sample is lower than 1，which means that theobserved radiance contains radiance not only emittedfrom the surface of the sample but also from the surround⁃ing environment reflected by the sample surface. The ap⁃parent temperature TAP can be expressed mathematicallyas
TAP = e ⋅ Tph + ρ ⋅ Tbg , （1）

where，Tbg represents the radiation temperature from thebackground，e is the directional emissivity. ρ is thehemispherical-directional reflectance of the surface，which equals to（1-e）at the condition of thermal equilib⁃rium. For smooth surface，ρ equals the specular reflec⁃tance.Radiometer receives the radiation from the observa⁃tion scene through antenna. Different from optical devic⁃es，the antenna has relatively wide beam distribution inMMW band. Under the condition of far-field measure⁃ment，a large-scale target sample is needed to cover thewhole antenna main beam. Then the antenna tempera⁃ture TA can be written as
TA = ∬

4π
TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ/ ∬

4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ , （2）

where，Fn（θ，φ）represents the pattern of radiometer an⁃tenna. Equation 2 is valid when the sensor is reasonablyclose to the sample，so that atmospheric extinction andemission in the relevant wavelength ranging along theline of slight are negligible.However，it is difficult to prepare large size samplesso as to ensure that the whole pattern can be covered inthe emissivity measurement. Actually，it is almost im⁃possible for a sample to completely cover the sidelobe.As shown in Fig. 1（a），the integral in Eq. 2 can be di⁃vided into three parts for opaque sample. ① representsthe contribution of the target coverage area to the pat⁃tern. ② represents the contribution of radiation from thenon-target region received by main lobe. ③ representsthe contribution of radiation from the remaining direc⁃tions received by side lobe.In voltage method，metal plate and high-perfor⁃mance absorbing material are used as reference bodies.The target samples and reference bodies with the samesize have been measured respectively at the same tem⁃perature，by the same detector and under the same ob⁃servation geometry. The antenna measured temperaturefor the target and reference bodies and can be expressedas
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TAtarget = ( ∬
Ω1
TAPtarget (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬

Ω - Ω1
TAP (θ,φ )

⋅Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

, （3）
TAmetal = ( ∬

Ω1
TAPmetal (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬

Ω - Ω1
TAP (θ,φ )

⋅Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

, （4）
TAbb = ( ∬

Ω1
TAPbb (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬

Ω - Ω1
TAP (θ,φ )

⋅Fn (θ,φ )dΩ + ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

. （5）In MMW band，the emissivity of the metal plate canbe considered as 0，and high-performance absorbing ma⁃terial can be considered as Eq. 1. Connecting Eq. 1 andEqs. 3-5，and when the physical temperature of the ref⁃erence body and the target sample surface is equal，e canbe solved as
e = (TAtarget - TAmetal ) (TAbb - TAmetal ) ，（6）

For linear systems，Eq. 6 can be rewritten as
e = (VAtarget - VAmetal ) (VAbb - VAmetal ) ，（7）

where，V is the output voltage value of radiometer，andcan be converted into brightness temperature value by itcalibration. The premise of the voltage method is that themetal reference body has the same scattering characteris⁃

tics as the sample or the ambient radiation incident onthe sample and the reference is diffuse in both directions.When there is thickness difference between the tar⁃get sample and the reference bodies，the measurementmay introduce some errors due to the differences of theprojection area of each measurement object in the mea⁃surement of bevel angles. The errors are related to the ab⁃solute value of thickness differences，the size of the sam⁃ples and the observation angles. The bigger thickness dif⁃ferences，the smaller size or the larger angles will makethe error larger.This paper presents a scheme to avoid the error dueto thickness differences. The diagram of the measure⁃ment scheme is shown in Fig. 1（b）. An area enclosedby absorbing material named measuring window is usedto place the sample to be measured. The edges of thesample will be covered by absorbing material when thesize of sample is larger than the size of the window.Therefore，the effective radiation area of the materialsamples and the reference bodies is the same in the mea⁃surement.As shown in Fig. 1（b），if a measuring window isused in measurement experiments， the antenna mea⁃sured temperature for material sample and the referencesamples can be respectively expressed as
TAtarget = ( ∬

Ω1
TAPtarget (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+∬
Ω2
TAPam (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
Ω - Ω1 - Ω2

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

，（8）

TAbb = ( ∬
Ω1
TAPbb (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+∬
Ω2
TAPam (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
Ω - Ω1 - Ω2

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

，（9）

TAmetal = ( ∬
Ω1
TAPmetal (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+∬
Ω2
TAPam (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
Ω - Ω1 - Ω2

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

+ ∬
4π - Ω

TAP (θ,φ )Fn (θ,φ )dΩ) / ∬
4π
Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

，（10）

where，TAPam is the apparent temperature of absorbing ma⁃terial around the measuring window. Ω1 is the solid angleoccupied by the measuring window and the Ω2 is the solid

Fig. 1 Radiation contribution of each part (a) direct measure‐
ment, (b) measurement with measured window
图1 辐射测量中辐射贡献分布（a）直接测量，（b）加窗测量
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angle occupied by the absorbing material. ConnectingEqs. 8-10，then
TAtarget - TAmetal
TAbb - TAmetal =

∬Ω1( )TAPtarget (θ,φ ) - TAPmetal (θ,φ ) Fn (θ,φ )dΩ

∬Ω1( )TAPbb (θ,φ ) - TAPmetal (θ,φ ) Fn (θ,φ )dΩ
. （11）

Connect Eq. 1 and Eq. 11，emissivity e can be cal⁃culated using the following equation：(TAt arg et - TAmetal )/ (TAbb - TAmetal ) = e . （12）
For linear systems，Eq. 12 can also be written asEq. 7. From the above mathematical process，it can beseen that the improved voltage method with measuringwindow can eliminate the influence of material edge verywell.

2 Experiments
In this paper，the emissivity of common militarycoating materials is measured in Ka band. The picturesof these material samples in experiments are shown inFig. 2. The materials numbered 1 to 3 are radar absorb⁃ing coating（RAC），high emissivity infrared coating

（HEIC） and the combination of these two coatings re⁃spectively（RHC）. The size of these samples is 180 mm×180 mm. The materials numbered 4 to 5 are the combina⁃tion of low emissivity infrared coating and radar absorb⁃ing coating（RLC） and the aeronautical anticorrosivecoating（AAC）with the size 500 mm×500 mm. The com⁃bined coating is achieved by painting the infrared coatingon the surface of radar absorbing coating and thenachieves stealth in both radar and infrared detectionbands. These paintcoats are designed and manufacturedby China North Industries Group Corporation（CNIGC）.The main performance parameters are shown in Table1.A simple measurement prototype is built in our ex⁃periments. The prototype is mainly composed of a radi⁃ometer and a slideway which can adjust the observationangles. The radiometer works at the center frequency of35 GHz with 400 MHz bandwidth. The measurement sce⁃narios are shown in Fig. 3.The antenna of radiometer is about 2 m away fromthe target. In Fig. 3（b），a measuring window with size140 mm×140 mm is opened in an absorbing materialfoam and the samples are palced behind the window. Thesample placement position can adjust the angles. Placing

a sample on the platform allows measurement of the sam⁃ple’s behavior as a function of angle. The radiometer isfixed on a bracket with adjustable height，so that themain beam of the antenna can be aligned with the centerof the sample at any observation angles，so as to obtainhigher measurement accuracy.

From Table 1，the RMS of surface amplitudes issmaller than one tenth wavelength in Ka bands，so thesamples can be regarded as having smooth surface. Theexperiments are carried out outdoor，and cold sky is usedas the background. A smooth metal plate and an absorb⁃ing foam are used as references in our experiments. Thenominal absorptivity of the absorbing foam is greater than0. 995 and the directional reflectivity of the metal platecan be considered as 1 under any observation angles inthe Ka band. In the measurement，the material targetsample is fixed on sample holder firstly and the referencesamples are moved in front of the radiometer in place of

Fig. 2 Military coating material samples are measured in the ex‐
periments
图2 被测涂层材料样品

Table 1 Main parameters of samples
表1 样品主要参数

Materials
HEIC

RAC

LEIC
AAC

Frequency bands
8~14 μm

2~18 GHz &30~40 GHz

8~14 μm
/

Performance
Emissivity
>0. 95

Reflection coefficient
<10 dB
Emissivity
< 0. 1
/

RMS of surface altitude /mm
<0. 1

<0. 1

<0. 1
<0. 1

Coating thickness /mm
0. 03

1. 76

0. 03
0. 03

Fig. 3 Measurement scenarios (a)the measurement based on
voltage method, (b) the measurement based on improved voltage
method.
图3 测量场景（a）电压法,（b）改进电压法
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the sample. It ensur that the optical path and the back⁃ground radiation as well as the responsivity of the radiom⁃eter remain unchanged during the three measurements.Then，the radiation of material sample，metal plate andblackbody is measured in turn and the measurement timeapproximates to 30 s. The same measurement is repeated3 times，and 3 groups of emissivity results are obtained.The average of repeated measurement results is used asthe final result.Firstly，the radar absorbing paint is measured underseveral angles by voltage method with and without mea⁃suring window respectively. The results are shown inFig. 4. From Fig. 4，we can see that the results of im⁃proved voltage method are higher than those of voltagemethod. With the increase of observation angle，the dif⁃ference becomes larger. This is because in the voltagemethod，the thickness of the absorbing foam is largerthan that of the material sample，which results in the la⁃ger projection area at the aperture of the antenna than thematerial sample. Then the denominator of Eq. 7 be⁃comes lager， which makes the measurement resultssmaller. The results also prove the effectiveness of theimproved method.

Next，the emissivity of HEIC and RHC are mea⁃sured under orthogonal linearly polarized states. The re⁃sults are shown in Figs. 5-6.As can be seen from the results，the mean emissivi⁃ty of the RAC at the observation angles is more than0. 88. The emissivity of HEIC is higher than 0. 9 in 8~14μm band，but its emissivity in the Ka band is very low.The mean emissivity and standard deviation of HEIC atthe observation angles are 0. 019 4 and 0. 011 1 undervertical polarization，and are 0. 027 4 and 0. 013 8 underhorizontal polarization. The measurement results showedhigh emissivity levels when the HEIC is painted on thesurface of RAC. The mean emissivity and standard devia⁃tion of the RHC at the observation angles are 0. 903 3and 0. 017 7 under vertical polarization，and are 0. 923 6and 0. 016 7 under horizontal polarization.In addition，the emissivity of the AAC and RLC ismeasured by improved voltage method. The emissivity ofthe LEIC is lower than 0. 1 in 8~14 μm band. The obser⁃vation angles are from 20° to 70°with the interval of 10°.The measured results of samples are plotted in Fig. 7.

From the results，The mean emissivity and standarddeviation of the aviation anticorrosive coating at the ob⁃servation angles are 0. 009 and 0. 007 6 under verticalpolarization，and are 0. 007 3 and 0. 005 under horizon⁃

Fig. 4 The comparison of measured results of radar absorbing
coating
图4 雷达隐身涂层发射率测量结果对比

Fig. 5 Emissivity of high emissivity infrared coating in Ka band
图5 高发射率红外涂层Ka波段发射率测量结果

Fig. 6 Emissivity of combination of high emissivity infrared
coating and the radar absorbing coating in Ka band
图6 高发红外与雷达隐身兼容涂层Ka波段发射率测量结果
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tal polarization. The results are similar to that of the highemissivity infrared coating. The main reason is that com⁃pared with infrared ray，the millimeter wave has betterpenetration ability，while the infrared coating and anti⁃corrosive coating are very thin with only tens of microns

in thickness.The mean emissivity and standard deviation of theRLC at the observation angles are 0. 922 7 and 0. 030 8under vertical polarization，and are 0. 856 6 and 0. 052 1under horizontal polarization. In addition，an obviousphenomenon is that the emissivity under horizontal polar⁃ization decreases gradually under large observation an⁃gles.
3 Uncertainty

The main sources of the measurement uncertainty inour experiments include the temperature differences be⁃tween the samples and the absorbing foam，the sensitivi⁃ty of radiometer，the performance of the absorbing foamand the metal plate. Due to the low time cost，the reflect⁃ed ambient radiation is assumed to remain constant with⁃in one measurement cycle. The uncertainty caused bythe repeatability of the measurements is ignored.The temperature of experiments environment is 290K. The ambient radiation reflected by samples comesfrom cold sky. It is assumed that the ambient radiantbrightness temperature is 150 K. The surface tempera⁃tures of the samples and the references are measured byprobe thermometer and the difference is less than 0. 5 K.The sensitivity of the radiometer is 0. 6 K. The emissivityuncertainty of metal plate and blackbody is 0. 005. Fordifferent emissivity values，the uncertainty of main com⁃ponents is given in Table 2.

From Table 2，the uncertainty of blackbody emissivi⁃ty is the main measurement uncertainty source and the val⁃ues are about 0. 011 7，0. 013 0 and 0. 015 7 correspond⁃ing with emissivity values of 0. 1，0. 5 and 0. 9 respective⁃ly. The corresponding total uncertainty is 0. 013 3，0. 016 0 and 0. 021 1 respectively.Ambient brightness temperature is a key quantity foranalyzing the measurement uncertainty of the voltagemethod and the improved voltage method. Taking the ex⁃periment parameters as an example，the influence of am⁃bient radiation which illuminates on the sample surfaceon the uncertainty of emissivity is shown in Fig. 9. Whenthe ambient brightness temperature is close to the surfacetemperature of the sample，the measurement uncertaintywill increase gradually. When the two temperatures areequal，this emissivity cannot be given by voltage methodand improved voltage method. For the sample which thesurface emissivity is bigger than 0. 1，the relative uncer⁃

Fig. 8 Emissivity of the combination of low emissivity infrared
coating and the radar absorbing coating in Ka band
图8 低发红外与雷达隐身兼容涂层Ka波段发射率测量结果

Fig. 7 Emissivity of aviation anticorrosive coating in Ka band
图7 防腐涂层Ka波段发射率测量结果

Table 2 Experimental uncertainty
表2 测量不确定度

Component uncertainly
Radiometer sensitivity
Sample Temperature

Emissivity of metal plate
Emissivity of blackbody
Total uncertainty

value
0. 6
0. 5
0. 005
0. 005
/

Unit
K
K
/
/
/

Uncertainly contribution
e=0. 1
0. 006 1
0. 000 5
0. 001 2
0. 011 7
0. 013 3

e=0. 5
0. 006 8
0. 002 5
0. 005 8
0. 013 0
0. 016 0

e=0. 9
0. 008 1
0. 004 5
0. 010 5
0. 015 7
0. 021 1
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tainty of the measurement will be less than 10% if the am⁃bient brightness temperature is below 120 K or above 650K when the sample is at room temperature（surface tem⁃perature equal to 290 K）. When the surface emissivity isbigger than 0. 5，the relative uncertainty will be less than3% if the ambient brightness temperature is below 150 Kor above 520 K and these values are 180 K and 450 Kwhen the emissivity is more than 0. 9. The results provethat the accurate emissivity value can be obtained by im⁃proved voltage method through selecting the illuminationsource. The cold sky and other cold or hot manmade radi⁃ation sources can be used as the illumination source fornormal temperature measurements.

4 Conclusion
In this paper，the emissivity of the radar absorbingcoating，high emissivity infrared coating，anticorrosivecoating and the combination coatings at several observa⁃tion angles in Ka band is measured by improved voltagemethod. The measurement method proposed in this pa⁃per can be used to measure the emissivity of the given ar⁃ea of a target by adjusting the size of the measurementwindow，and can be used to measure the emissivity of theskin at different positions of the human body as well asother material samples. The analysis of uncertainty canprovide the basis for the selection of measurement condi⁃tions and the evaluation of measurement errors. The re⁃sults of the measurement experiments can be used as areference for the analysis of radiation characteristics ofmilitary materials.
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Fig. 9 Variation of relative uncertainty with ambient brightness
temperature（the surface temperature of sample is 290 K）.
图 9 相对不确定度随环境辐射的变化（待测样品表面温度为
290 K）
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